Radiant Cove heater
ORC Series

Recipient of 2017 Platinum
ADEX Award for Design Excellence

Inspired by Nature

Producing enveloping heat that is also clean, cost-effective, uniform, and
constant, the ORC Series radiant cove heater is a safe and «green» heating
solution that harnesses the benefits of radiant heating, a process that occurs
naturally in nature and has long been under-utilized in the industry.
We have all tried to make the most of the sun’s warm rays on days when
it seems the thermometer won’t budge. Even if the air temperature is the
same in the shade, it always feels warmer in the sun. Our radiant cove heater
mimics the natural warming effect found in nature. Now you can actually
lower the thermostat and enjoy increased comfort at lower temperature
settings, which saves you money.

A warm and cozy interior, real savings

Installed high up on the walls, the ORC unit confers class and aesthetics to any decor.
By heating objects instead of the surrounding air, the system provides indirect heat that
radiates from the unit and is absorbed by surrounding objects, warming the entire room.
Ambient air eventually becomes warm, but because comfort level is not dependent on
air temperature, the thermostat can be lowered 3 to 5 degrees with no adverse effects.
This means our radiant cove heater delivers heat and comfort at lower temperatures,
saving you at least 5% on your utility bill.

Models
Watts
450
600
750
900
1050
1200
1500

Product #
120V
ORC0452
ORC0602
ORC0752
ORC0902
ORC1052
ORC1202
ORC1502

208V
ORC0458
ORC0608
ORC0758
ORC0908
ORC1058
ORC1208
ORC1508

240V
ORC0450
ORC0600
ORC0750
ORC0900
ORC1050
ORC1200
ORC1500

Length
277V
ORC0477
ORC0677
ORC0777
ORC0977
ORC1077
ORC1277
ORC1577

in.
34
47
59
71
83
94
113

mm
864
1194
1499
1803
2108
2388
2870

Both residential and co

Kitchen

Living Room

Finally, an answer to your kitchen heating problems!
ORC radiant cove heaters can be installed above
doors and windows or near the ceiling, freeing up
floor space for essential kitchen needs.

Now you can adorn your windows with full length
drapes and put your furniture where you like with
the ORC unit. You are free to create the comfortable welcoming atmosphere you have always
dreamed of.

Bedroom
Most of us prefer sleeping in cooler rooms—but
waking up in cozy ones. And because ORC units
are installed up high, there is no need to worry
that bedding or clothing will come into contact
with heat sources.

Office
In the workplace, where return on investment is
essential, an ORC radiant cove heater does the
job—and more. They offer outstanding value for the
price, thanks to their efficiency, economy, high
performance, comfort, unobtrusive design, and
attractive good looks. So when performance
counts, opt for the choice that delivers well-being
and comfort.

ommercial applications

Bistro OK

Day Care Center

Restaurant

The ORC radiant cove heater is the perfect choice
for this brightly colored world where exploration
is the game of choice. It is high up on the wall,
beyond the reach of little fingers, so toddlers can
thrive in a safe, cozy environment. And ORC units don’t
create dust or stir up air currents; they simply produce
and diffuse thermal energy—a big advantage in reducing allergenic pollutants and airborne microbes.

Attractive ORC units lend a touch of class to
restaurants because they are placed above
sight lines and are discreet. And because they
rely on the principle of radiant heating to warm
objects, they provide a comfortable, all-enveloping
warmth, appreciated by customers.

Hospital
ORC units let each room be controlled individually
based on patient needs, regardless of sunshine or
heating costs.
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